Activity for staff meeting
In this folder there are some mapping documents to help ensure staff know
where British values are taught in the curriculum and how these values are
evident within the ethos of the school.
The four values are listed on the left hand side (highlighted below).

A fifth has been added: Controversial issues and safe space for debate.
This is because a key element of Prevent is to allow young people to discuss
these issues with someone they know and trust.
Ofsted are likely to ask staff about how the school ensures students are
taught British Values and it’s something I would urge all members of staff to
consider.
For a staff training session load up either the primary or secondary document
onto a projector and discuss what British values are. It’s useful to have staff
from different curriculum areas or different key stages working together on this
so that all teaching staff can become more aware of how other people meet
this requirement.
If you hover over the Practical tools and skills box you will see some
suggestions of how these values might be met.

You can also hover over the boxes with a comment in to see how a subject
might address this value in class.

Some subjects will be able to meet more than others. For example in RE the
number of lessons in which these values are addressed will be huge.
In groups get staff to think about and give examples of where in the
curriculum they can point to good practice in covering these. You may also
want them to highlight where they think they can make covering these issues
more explicit.
It would be useful to then collect evidence of good practice across the school.
Hopefully it will become apparent that as an institution you will already be
covering these issues regularly.
If it becomes obvious that an area needs more work staff can then address
together, alternatively you can contact Tom Llewellyn-Jones who will help you
develop further resources on these topics.
As a school you will also be addressing these values in the ethos of the
school, for example, if you have an elected school council then that helps
demonstrate you teach the importance of democracy and that we all have a
voice.
If you would like training on this or additional resources please contact Tom:
Thomas.llewellyn-jones@towerhamlets.gov.uk

